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About This Game

Unruly Ghouls is an insanely fun VR arcade style defense shooter set in a beautifully spooky environment. The ghouls may look
cute but they must be stopped! The only thing keeping them from taking over are your super high tech anti-ghoul wards, which
these ghouls will stop at nothing to destroy. Grab your ghoul hunting inventions and take these ghouls out! Experience what it

feels like to be inside an arcade game.

Key Features

Unique Shooter Defense Gameplay - A new take on defense gameplay blended with arcade shooting action!

Anti-Ghoul Inventions - Weaken the ghouls with your blaster and suck them up using your vacuum! This combination is
a new gameplay experience you can't get anywhere else!

Local Leaderboard - Compete with your friends for the high score, the top ten scores and intitials are saved, the perfect
VR party game!

Spectral Orbs - Collect spectral orbs to power up your inventions or repair your anti-ghoul wards!

Multiple Ghoul Enemies - From minion ghouls to a huge boss ghoul, there are several variations of the ghouls to fight!
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unruly golfer ghouls

Camm is a master.
Clan Wars<3. Hi all,

I`m working for Architectural design and visualization stuff. I prepared i lot of stuff (from 3ds max) for google cardboard and
Htc Vive, Stereoscopic shots working so great sofware totally work, smooth and pure. I hope in future we will able to use for
cubic renders too ! (cubic renders much much more accurite rather than stereoscopic renders in my oppinion)

And also very nice opportunity for creating own google 360° photo archive, im gonna try..

Cheers. If you want something different from all the rest and something toylike.
This is something you want.

It's basicly playing with a toddler thats oddly specific.

And at its core it works like this.
You start with some things to discover that give you more things to discover.. I'm usually not a fan of runners but the aesthetics,
trailers and core concept got me hooked, especially the co-op mode. Hope it gets online at one point.
This game is very challenging, I've been playing for quite a few hours and I haven't unlocked much of the content... Feels good
to actually feel like you're actually beating the game. It can get really crazy at times, the feeling of speed is great.
Controls are fluid, I fond them a little stiff until I found out you could change the sensibility of movements. Actually, there's a
nice amount of customizable content, from the ship to the colors used for the force fields, the music played, controls... It really
feels like the game is giving you enough tools so that you can face it fairly.
Good addition to my library, would struggle again.. \u7edd\u5bf9\u7684\u7ecf\u5178\u4e4b\u4f5c\uff01\u53ef\u5bfc\u5165\u
7167\u7247\u66f4\u662f\u4f7f\u5f97\u6e38\u620f\u4e2d\u4e8c\u5316\uff01\u5f53\u7136\u7531\u4e8e\u5e74\u4ee3\u9650\
u5236\uff0c\uff0c\u7acb\u7ed8\u4e0d\u592a\u597d\u3002\u4e5f\u6ca1\u6709\u5f15\u5165\u6218\u6cd5\u548c\u8981\u51b
2\u3002
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NO NO NO, not even once!. So I have logged over 40 hours on this game since i bought it a couple weeks ago. Needless to say i
thoroughly enjoy this game. I found it while looking for a game similar to Warlords Battlecry 3 and it most certainly delivered
and then some. As with any game ive played, i find things i like and things i dont.
Some Pros:
-4 very unique playable races
-Massive army cap unlike any game ive ever played
-Easy to control
-Straightforward gameplay
-Clever AI
Some Cons:
-Very few skirmish maps
-Playable races are not equal in strength, Undead and Elven are close, Mechanic and Cryo not even close
-Campaign difficulty gets to the point where it is not enjoyable
-Resources are difficult to obtain

All in all ive enjoyed this game and will continue to play it. Im looking forward to finding more games like it yet i havent had
any luck so far. I highly recommend this game to anyone who is into Army and Base building RTS games.. totally worth 3$!
definitely recommend it

genuinely enjoyed this one, pretty fun :)
it reminds me a bit of that kinekt adventure game where you had to jump and move around to avoid obstacles. and the graphics
are nice, it ran totally smooth and looks pretty cool!. Think Stoke market with a verry small amount of god flavor. No choices
just eb and flow from what I saw.. Nice character pack for 100% OJ.. this is a good alternative to spine.
i can't wait for the spriter 2!
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